


 

Facebook Audience Insights is an analytics tool available on your Tour           

Business Facebook page. It’s made to track user interaction with your           

posts. You go to Insights when you want to understand your fans – i.e.              

your best potential customers.  

When you get to know them better, you will know how to get them              

interested in your tours. Finally, you will improve your reach on Facebook. 

What is Facebook Insights Telling Me?  

Insights reveal so much useful information about your fans. Did you know            

that Facebook is the most popular network among travelers aged 18 - 30             

(94%) ? It would be a shame if tour operators miss out on this enormous              

opportunity for reaching them.  

Tour operators don’t have enough time to study these sorts of things.            

Once you learn what their likes and dislikes are, you will get a much              

better idea of how to attract them.   

Use the information you learn to make your fans and followers choose            

you for their tour operator. Once they become your customer, delight           

them at your tours so they’d come back. Delighted travelers share           

pictures and positive emotions to all their friends on social networks.           

Don’t miss out on this free advertising opportunity. ☺ 

This Guide will show you what is each section of your Insights data             

actually telling you about your fans. 
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Step by Step Guide to Understanding your       

Facebook Fans through Audience Insights 

When you go into your Insights, you’ll see the Overview of your Facebook             

metrics.
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Overview  

This first section in your Insights graphically presents the following:  

 

1. Actions on Page: presents what actions people are taking on your           

Page, including whether they are going to your website or clicking           

on your call-to-action button. 

2. Page Views: shows how many people are viewing your Page and           

what sections they're looking at. 

3. The number of your page Likes : shows how quickly your page is            

growing. 

4. Your Reach : shows how many people sees your posts. Which ones           

are working better than the other? 

5. Post Engagements: indicates the total number of actions that         

people take involving your ads (this action could be a click, like,            

share or comment). 
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6. Videos: this metric shows the information like total video views and           

the average duration of the video view. 

When you scroll down the Overview, you will see: 

1. 5 Most Recent Posts - analyze them to see which performed best            

and what could be the reason for some other performing not so            

good? Here you can also click “Boost Post” to promote your best            

performing posts. 

2. Pages to Watch - here you can add your competitor’s Facebook           

Pages and track how they are doing on Facebook. Watch which           

posts work well for them. It might give you new ideas. 

3. Suggested Pages to Watch - this is where Facebook will list similar            

Pages to you that you can choose from to observe.  

 

Promotions 

This is the first section in your Audience Insights. Here, you are able to              

view a summary of all promotions created from your Page, as well as             

manage, edit or pause promotions from your Page. 

Likes 

This is the next section in your Audience Insights. It’s where you can             

compare how your page is doing with the number of the likes. For             
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example, you can compare this week over the last week’s results. So            

first, set the data range you wish to observe. All the graphs below will              

align.  

● Your Total Page Likes - observe how ‘likes’ of your page were            

growing or declining. There’s a benchmark option on the right. It           

lets you compare your average performance over time.  

● Net Likes - shows the number of new likes minus the number of             

unlikes. You can see your page likes, unlikes, paid likes and net            

likes on the right benchmark. Paid like is the one that shows up a              

day after a user saw your paid ad or 28 days after the user clicked               

on your paid ad. It serves as a metric if your goal was to increase               

the number of likes.  

● Where your Page Likes Happen - most of them will probably           

happen on your Page though people can like it from other places,            

too. For example, when people ‘like’ a page, Facebook         

recommends other similar pages to like. Your page will be on that            

list if you enable this option. Go to your Settings, choose General            

and then choose Similar Page Suggestions: 

 

Again, you can compare time-periods one over the other.  
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Reach 

It tells you how many unique people have seen your posts, both organic             

and paid. This could be your fans or their friends. If a person saw your               

post more than once, it is counted only once to calculate the reach. 

“Impressions” are calculated by the number of times a post has been            

seen. If only one person sees it 3 times, your post impressions equals 3.             

 

● Post Reach - you can compare how you are performing with your            

organic posts vs. your paid posts over a selected period of time. 

● Likes, Comments, and Shares - an interesting chart. It shows          

reactions people had with your posts over time - their likes,           

comments and shares. This data can help you reach more people.           

You can compare if people are sharing more or less than they did             

before. The same goes for comments and likes.  

● Hide, Report as Spam, and Unlikes - an awesome chart. It shows            

negative comments - actions that will decrease the number of          
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people you reach. For example, reporting a post as spam is a            

greater negative reaction than someone hiding a post or not          

wanting to see your content. Again, if you click on the chart at a              

particular point in time, you will see the posts that were published            

that day. You can compare them to the posts published on a day of              

high performance for future improvement. 

● Total Reach - this is the number of people who saw anything from             

your page. This could be posts, posts by other people, like ads,            

mentions, and check-ins.  

For example, you might notice your reach was better this week over            

some other week. Check and compare the posts you published          

that week over this week. 

Page Views 

This part of your Insights provides you with useful information about your            

fans (people who visit your Page). Views mean someone actually visited           

your Page, not just liked, commented or shared your Post. This is            

something they can do in their News Feed. So Views relate to a higher              

level of engagement with your Page. 

● Total Views - these charts tell you how many times your page has             

been seen. It also gives the same information broken down by           

sections. This helps you assess the effectiveness of different         

sections on your Page (Photos, Videos, Events…). 

● Total People Who Viewed - lets you see how many people saw            

your Page. It informs you about their age, gender, country, city, and            
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what device they used to access your Page. Tour operators should           

use this valuable information in their marketing strategies and         

promotional efforts. This data speaks about your target market.         

Adjust your communication to match your target customer        

preferences. Seek to learn about your fans age, travel habits, likes,           

dislikes, mobile phone usage. If they use their mobile device to           

access your Page, your online content needs to be responsive.          

Learn about your fans and serve accordingly. 

● Top Sources - what web page sources brought your fans to your            

Facebook page? This could be your website, Google, Facebook or          

others. It gives you an insight into how effective your promotional           

channels are. Which channels of communication you could use         

more? Which are not working so well? 

In case you don’t see some of these charts, the data will be available in               

the Insights Excel report. You can download this report to your computer.            

Just go back to the Overview of your Insight and on the top right, you’ll               

see “Export”. More detailed information is presented towards the end of           

this article.)    
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Actions on Page 

Actions include any sort of an engagement, be it a click on any link on               

your page, comment or a share. This section helps you to understand            

how your potential bookers engage and connect to different sections on           

your Page. 

● Total Actions on Page - it gives you an overall number of actions             

people took on your Page. 

● People who Clicked Action Button – down on the right of your            

Page’s background photo, you can edit a call to action button. As a             

tour operator, you’d probably like it to be Book Now. This  takes           

people directly to your website to the site where they can book your             

tours and activities. So, this chart shows how many people clicked           

your call to action, i.e. Book Now on your Facebook Page. 

Apart from the action button, in your Page Settings, you can set directions             

to your office, phone number and website. The charts following next,           

show you the number of:   

● People who Clicked Get Directions  

● People who Clicked Phone Number  

● People who Clicked Website 

Each of them is further broken down by Age and Gender, Country, City,             

Device. It is to give you an even closer insight into the type of people               

interested in your tours!  
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Posts 

Here you can see when your Fans are online and how your different Post              

Types are performing. It also lets you see how well are performing the             

Top posts from other pages you set yourself to watch. This could be your              

competitors’ Facebook pages.  

.  

● When Your Fans Are Online - this is an interesting chart. It tells you              

the time when your fans are online. You can use this information to             

schedule your posts. Try out posting at different times a day when            

most of your fans are online. This way you will avoid possible            

competition and post “crowdedness” on their newsfeed. 

 

● Best Post Types - a great graph because it tells you which types of              

posts perform best at your page. May it be a status post, link, photo              

or video post.  

Each of these tabs has All Posts Published analyzed in a table. The table              

shows Type, Targeting, Reach and Engagement results of All Posts          

Published. 
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Reach can be further broken down into:  

o Organic/Paid 

o Impressions: Organic/Paid 

o Fans/Non-fans 

  

You can compare results of each. For example, you might notice that            

boosted posts have more views from non-fans than your fans. 

Engagement tells you if people actually like your posts. It is broken down             

into: 

o Post clicks 

o Reactions/Comments/Shares;  

o Negative feedback; and  

o Engagement rate - the number of people your post reached who           

then liked, commented or shared your post.  
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People 

We can look into three sections:  

● Your Fans - people who liked your Page. Check their gender,           

location, age, language, etc. 

● People Reached -  shows the location and language of all people           

who have seen your posts. This information can help you decide           

who you want to target in future when you boost your posts. 

● People Engaged - this is a breakdown of people who engaged with            

your posts, commented on it, liked or shared. 

 

When you mouse over a percentage in the chart on the picture above, it              

shows the number of men and women who are your fans vs. non-fans.             

This is an interesting information. It gives you an opportunity to develop a             

content strategy to capitalize off that age group and gender. 
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Collect, Assess and Analyze 

Finally, you can export your data into an excel sheet. Click the Export             

button in the upper right corner.  

 

After the window opens (like on the picture below), set the Date Range for              

the period you want to analyze.  

Your monthly or weekly reports will be a data based sign of which content              

areas you’d want to improve upon. 

 

For example, through your weekly reports you can track your daily trends            

and the performance of a different type of content. Or you can use your              
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monthly reports to make strategic changes and improve your social          

growth. 

Analyze your data to help you see what works.  

All the information displayed in your Insights report might seem          

overwhelming. Many of them are repetitive data. 

What is the Key Metric Sheet in your Insights         

Report? 

The format of the Excel file you downloaded allows you to create your             

own customized reports. Here’s an example of what data you could find            

valuable: 

1. Lifetime Total Likes - that is an important number. It tells you how             

many people liked your page. A number of new likes and unlikes or             

not necessary.  

2. Daily Page Consumptions – the number of clicks on any of your            

content.  

3. Daily Reach of Page Posts - gives you the number of people, even             

from friends of your fans, who have seen any content related to            

your Page.  

Find these columns in your Excel file and move them to the beginning. 
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Next, in the same Excel file, you can turn your Daily Reach of Page Posts               

column into a graph. Such a visual presentation can help you understand            

how you Page popularity has grown. To create such a graph, do the             

following: 

Highlight your Total Daily Reach and the Date column. Then select Insert            

tab and click on the Charts section of your Excel spreadsheet. Choose            

line charts and there you go.  
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What Content on your Page is Causing this        

Growth? 

Create another graph. Highlight the Daily Page Consumption column and          

the Date column again. Create the graph the same way as you did the              

previous. 

 

Look at that graph closely. Go back to your Page and look at content              

published on the dates of low page performance. Then compare it to the             

days of a good page performance. 
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What is the difference in those two types of content?  

You need to spend time trying to understand what happened on those            

particular days of lower performance. It's the only way to know what you             

can improve upon. 

Conclusion 

The data from your Facebook Insights is there to help you make better             

marketing choices. It is a way to know how well you’re doing at reaching              

your target customers. You should use your Insights information when          

planning your tour activities and their promotion. Adjust your message to           

your fans style. Share pictures that resonate with their interest. And don't            

forget to publish videos to inspire to book your tours.  

If you’d appreciate advice or have questions, feel free to reach out to us              

any time! 
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